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Composition spread alloy films (CSAFs) are materials libraries used for high throughput

investigations of multicomponent materials such as alloys, AxByC1�x�y. CSAFs are prepared such

that the alloy film has a lateral spatial gradient in its local composition; thus, they include a set of

alloy samples with a distribution of compositions that spans a continuous region of composition

space (x,y). A tool based on the shadow mask concept has been developed for generating

composition gradients, but modified to allow rotation of the shadow mask during CSAF deposition.

The tool allows deposition of CSAFs containing up to four elements with rotatable shadow masks

between each of the four electron beam evaporation sources and the deposition substrate. This

allows codeposition of any combination of up to four components. In the case of the ternary

AxByC1�x�y CSAFs, the three components can be deposited such that the resulting CSAF spans the

entire ternary alloy composition space (x¼ 0 ! 1, y¼ 0 ! 1� x) and, furthermore, contains all

three binary alloys AxB1�x, AxC1�x, and BxC1�x (x¼ 0 ! 1) and all three pure components. The

innovation of the rotatable shadow masks also allows preparation of CSAFs that magnify selected

regions of the composition space (x¼ xmin ! xmax, y¼ ymin ! 1 � x). Herein, we describe

the design and performance of this new CSAF deposition tool and assess its merits and limitations

with respect to other methods for CSAF preparation. VC 2012 American Vacuum Society.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1116/1.4766194]

I. INTRODUCTION

Multicomponent materials such as alloys, AxB1�x and

AxByC1�x�y, typically have useful properties that are supe-

rior to those of their pure components. However, the chal-

lenge in multicomponent materials development is that the

exhaustive search of composition space to find the optimal

composition for a given application can be experimentally

daunting. The problem is that it requires the fabrication,

characterization, and study of large numbers of samples.

Furthermore, a key barrier to understanding the properties of

multicomponent alloys and developing them for specific

applications is that many of their important properties are

continuous functions of alloy composition (x, y). The

composition dependence of alloy properties cannot be com-

pletely understood based solely on studies of a few single-

composition samples. Understanding the characteristics and

properties of multicomponent materials requires measure-

ment and modeling methods that can span composition

space.

Over the past decade, high throughput approaches for

preparation and characterization of multicomponent materi-

als have been developed to accelerate both materials science

and the process of materials discovery and optimization.1,2

These high throughput methods have been popularized in the

biomolecular sciences, catalysis, electrochemistry, photovol-

taic sciences, and other areas of materials science.3–12 High

throughput methods have three principal elements. The first

is the preparation of large numbers of different materials

samples that form the elements of a materials library. The

second is the rapid, high throughput characterization of these

materials to determine the composition, structure, phase dis-

tribution, etc. across the entire library. And the third is the

ability to make high throughput measurements across the

library of the materials properties relevant to the specific

application of interest: catalytic activity, hardness, thermal

conductivity, etc. The combined suite of capabilities can

accelerate the study and development of multicomponent

materials by orders of magnitude.

Many high throughput investigations of multicomponent

materials use libraries based on composition spread alloy

films (CSAFs), which are thin alloy films deposited in such a

way that there is a lateral gradient in their local composition

(Fig. 1).9,13,14 CSAFs are materials libraries that contain con-

tinuous composition distributions of binary or higher-order

alloys on a single compact substrate. These can span entire

composition spaces or focus on composition subspaces of in-

terest. When spatially resolved methods are used to charac-

terize their composition and functional properties, CSAF

libraries allow rapid determination of composition–property

relationships across broad, continuous regions of alloy com-

position space.

In this paper, we describe the design, operation, and per-

formance of a new CSAF deposition tool based on the con-

cept of a rotatable shadow mask and capable of depositing
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CSAFs of up to four elemental components. Herein, we refer

to this tool as the rotating shadow mask CSAF (RSM-CSAF)

deposition tool. The individual components can be deposited

simultaneously from electron beam physical vapor deposi-

tion sources, thus allowing preparation of CSAFs that can

contain most metallic elements of the periodic table. Multi-

component materials with lateral composition gradients are

deposited in such a way that both the direction and the am-

plitude of the composition gradient can be controlled inde-

pendently for all four components. The UHV chamber

housing the RSM-CSAF deposition tool can be interfaced

with other UHV apparatus containing the tools for bulk and

surface characterization necessary to establish the structure–

composition–property relationships of a multicomponent

alloy.

II. METHODS FOR PREPARATION OF CSAFs

Before describing the RSM-CSAF deposition technique,

we review briefly other CSAF preparation methods. The use

of CSAFs has a long history beginning in the 1950s and

motivated by interest in the determination of alloy phase dia-

grams.13,15 Although the CSAF concept as a library or plat-

form for accelerated study of multicomponent materials has

existed for decades, early implementations were limited in

scope and impact. To a large extent, their use was limited by

the availability of the complementary data acquisition and

analysis tools needed for high throughput characterization.

Key developments of the past decade have been increased

availability of spatially resolving characterization tools and

the computational tools for automated data acquisition and

analysis.13,15–18

Various metrics can be used to compare the merits of dif-

ferent CSAF deposition methods. One category of metrics

describes the quality of the final CSAF. For example, one

can consider the achievable composition span in the range

x¼ 0! 1 for each component and the ability to control that

composition span. Related to this is the purity of the film, or

in other words, the minimization of contaminants. Another

metric is the degree of component intermixing and thus the

ability to generate the thermodynamically stable phases

associated with the local composition. A second category of

metrics for comparison of different CSAF deposition meth-

ods are related to the method itself. This includes the breadth

of different elements that can be deposited by the given

method and the number of elemental components that can be

included in a single CSAF. Related metrics include the range

of attainable CSAF thicknesses and the growth rates. For

many studies, the physical size of the composition spread

may be an issue. A third category of metrics includes issues

of practicality and utility such as cost of the instrumentation,

complexity, and throughput. Needless to say, no single

method for CSAF preparation scores perfectly across all

metrics.

One approach, as shown in Fig. 2(a), uses chemical vapor

deposition (CVD) to produce composition spreads by posi-

tioning the CVD precursor inlets close to the substrate and

allowing diffusive, gas phase intermixing to create the com-

position gradient on the substrate in the region between the

two sources.19,20 The local film growth rate is dependent on

the precursors, their flux to the substrate surface and the sub-

strate temperature. This method is relatively simple and does

allow codeposition of components for intimate mixing.

However, it allows limited control of the composition span

for a given film and generates films of nonuniform thickness.

A second approach, presented in Fig. 2(b), uses sources

that give a uniform flux to the substrate and a contact mask,

which slides across the substrate surface to vary the effective

deposition time, and thus, the thickness at different locations

on the substrate.21–23 The CSAFs are generated by sequential

deposition of components with gradients in different direc-

tions. One of the limitations of this method is that the com-

ponents cannot be codeposited and subsequent annealing

may not lead to complete mixing, unless each layer is no

more than one atomic monolayer in thickness. On the other

FIG. 1. (Color) Left: Schematic representation of a CSAF generated by the

RSM-CSAF deposition tool with regions containing the entire ternary alloy

composition space, AxByC1�x�y (x¼ 0! 1, y¼ 0! 1� x), all three binary

alloys AxB1�x, AxC1�x, and BxC1�x (x¼ 0 ! 1) and all three pure compo-

nents. Right: Photograph of a CuxAuyPd1�x�y CSAF. In color, the Au, Cu,

and Pd regions are readily identifiable.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Schematic representations of four methods for gener-

ating composition spread alloy films. (a) Chemical vapor deposition sources

positioned close to the substrate such that lateral diffusion in the gas phase

results in a gradient in flux to the surface from each source. (b) Deposition

of individual components in wedges using a sliding contact mask. (c) Offset

positioning of sources to generate nonuniform flux distributions across the

substrate surface. (d) Simultaneous deposition of multiple components using

fixed shadow masks to form the composition gradients.
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hand, it does allow a very high degree of control over the

direction and the span of the composition gradient. It also

allows the composition to have arbitrary (but monotonic)

variation across the substrate.

Another method for forming CSAFs is to use off-axis

sources [Fig. 2(c)]. In this method, sources are positioned

off-axis relative to the substrate surface.13,24 This results in

gradients in their flux across the substrate. CSAFs are

formed by intermixing of fluxes from multiple sources. A

simple, compact offset filament deposition tool with up to

four sources has been developed in our laboratory.25 In its

current design, the tool is capable of repeatable, quantitative

production of thin (� 100 nm) CSAFs on substrates that are

up to �12 mm across. The system can be used to deposit any

metal or other material that is evaporable at temperatures up

to �1500 K. It can produce fluxes that vary by over an order

of magnitude across the substrate surface. This design has a

number of merits but some limitations in functionality. One

benefit over the masking method is that it has no moving

parts. In general, the offset source methods have the benefit

of allowing codeposition of several components, but they do

not allow the full span of composition space to be accessed

on a single CSAF. Figure 3 illustrates the composition

spread of a typical CSAF deposited using our offset filament

deposition tool.25 Although the region spanned by a single

CSAF can be controlled by controlling the source fluxes, no

single CSAF generated by the offset source method can span

the entire ternary composition space.

The shadow mask method [Fig. 2(d)] uses multiple sour-

ces operating simultaneously with shadow masks positioned

between the sources and the substrate.26,27 Because the

source has finite width and the shadow is positioned between

the source and the substrate, different points on the substrate

are shadowed from varying portions of the source. The pen-

umbra of the shadow creates a linear gradient in flux varying

from a maximum at points exposed to the entire source to

zero at points completely shadowed from the source. With no

moving parts, this technique allows simultaneous deposition

of multiple components across the substrate with linear gra-

dients in composition along directions dictated by the posi-

tioning of the masks. The shadow mask CSAF deposition

method allows codeposition of components with flux gra-

dients that generate CSAFs that span the entire composition

space. The shadow mask method itself is described thor-

oughly in Refs. 26 and 27 and allows fairly easy quantifica-

tion of the relationship between the local flux across the

substrate and the geometric parameters describing the sizes

and the relative positions of the source, substrate, and mask.

Herein, we describe a specific implementation of the shadow

mask method that incorporates four e-beam sources onto a

compact 254 mm CF flange and uses rotatable shadow masks

to allow arbitrary orientation of the composition gradient

from each source and to control the magnitude of the gradient

to cover any fraction of the range from 0 to 100% of full flux

from any given source.

A. Rotatable shadow mask CSAF deposition tool

The positioning of the shadow mask between the source

and the substrate determines the location and the spatial

extent of the flux gradient at the substrate surface [Fig. 2(d)].

If one thinks of the shadow mask concept in 3D, as illus-

trated in Fig. 4, it is obvious that the orientation of the

shadow mask can also be used to control the direction of the

flux gradient across the substrate. Furthermore, if the shadow

mask can be rotated during deposition, one can control the

net flux at either end of the gradient spread. These possibil-

ities have motivated our design and fabrication of the RSM-

CSAF deposition tool.

One of the attractive features of the rotating shadow mask

concept is that with three active sources, one can orient the

flux gradients at 120� from one another to create a composi-

tion distribution resembling a triangular ternary composition

diagram. In fact, the flux field can be established such that it

FIG. 3. (Color online) Illustration of the region of a ternary alloy composi-

tion space spanned by a CSAF generated using an offset filament CSAF dep-

osition tool (Ref. 25). The bars on the edges of the ternary composition

diagram illustrate the composition ranges of each of the three components.

This limited coverage of composition space is typical of CSAF deposition

methods that do not have some means of reducing the flux of each compo-

nent to zero at some point across the CSAF.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Conceptual schematic of the rotating shadow mask

CSAF deposition tool. The sources are “flat” in that they emit their materials

across a finite area rather than being point sources. The orientation of the

shadow masks dictates the orientation of the composition gradient from

each source.
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produces the CSAF illustrated in Fig. 1. In the middle is the

triangular region that spans all of ternary alloy composition

space, AxByC1�x�y with x¼ 0 ! 1 and y¼ 0 ! 1 � x. The

regions outside the edges of the ternary triangle contain all

three binary composition spreads, AxB1�x, AxC1�x, and

BxC1�x with x¼ 0 ! 1. Outside the vertices of the ternary

triangle are regions (not points) that contain only the pure

components, A, B, or C. Having regions that contain the

pure components becomes extremely useful for calibration

of the analytical tools that are used to characterize the

CSAF. Equally importantly, the fact that the shadow masks

can be rotated during deposition means that the composition

range spanned by the ternary triangle can be controlled to

span any subspace of the ternary composition space,

AxByC1�x�y with x¼ xmin ! xmax and y¼ ymin ! (1� x).

This effectively magnifies the selected region of composition

space to occupy the full triangular region in the middle of

the CSAF. Unlike the approach described in earlier work,

this can be done without changing the source fluxes.26,27 In

other words, with all three source fluxes being equal, one

can prepare a CSAF with the full ternary composition spread

(Fig. 1) or any triangular subspace of the ternary composi-

tion space, simply by controlled rotation of the shadow

mask.

One of the valuable features of our design for the RSM-

CSAF deposition tool is that it is relatively compact com-

pared to previous implementations.26,27 Our RSM-CSAF

deposition tool is entirely mounted on a standard 254 mm

Conflat
TM

flange (CF) used in a UHV chamber. As a result, it

can be mounted and dismounted from a UHV chamber fairly

easily for maintenance. The tool is illustrated and photo-

graphed in Fig. 5. It has four electron beam evaporation

sources on 70 mm CFs recessed in tubes that are angled at

15� from the normal of the 254 mm CF and aimed at a point

that is 190 mm from the flange face along its center line.

During deposition, the substrate is positioned at this focal

point. The substrate is shadowed from the four sources by

four independently rotatable, semicircular masks that are

rotated by geared UHV stepper motors. The stepper motors

can rotate the shadow masks independently and under com-

puter control. Figure 6 shows a cross section through the

RSM-CSAF deposition tool. The critical dimensions of the

RSM-CSAF tool are that the e-beam sources have source

diameters of 5 mm; the distance from the sources to the

substrate is 135 mm, and the rotating shadow mask is posi-

tioned 45 mm from the source. This design should result in a

linear flux gradient across a 10 mm region of the substrate.

Provided that the sources are aligned such that the spatial

extent of the gradient lies within the dimensions of the sub-

strate and that the shadow masks are oriented at 120� from

one another, a CSAF of the type illustrated in Fig. 1 will be

deposited on the substrate.

FIG. 6. (Color online) Schematic cross section though the RSM-CSAF depo-

sition tool. The sources are angled at 15� with respect to the substrate nor-

mal. The shadow masks are located at one third of the distance from the

source to the substrate. The source diameter is 5 mm, and the nominal gradi-

ent width on the substrate is 10 mm.

FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) 3D rendering of the RSM-CSAF deposition tool. (b) Picture of the deposition tool inside the ultrahigh vacuum chamber.
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The CSAF substrates are 12� 12 mm2 of 2 mm thick Mo.

Mo has been chosen for most substrates because very few

metals will alloy with Mo during heating.28,29 The 12� 12

mm2 format is small relative to that of other CSAF deposi-

tion tools.26,27 However, provided that the spatial resolution

of methods used to study the CSAF allow sufficient compo-

sition resolution, smaller is better. This allows easier han-

dling of CSAF samples during analysis, and it allows the

compact design of the RSM-CSAF deposition tool.

Electron beam sources have been chosen because they

allow deposition of elements from a very large part of the

periodic table. We have chosen to use commercially avail-

able Mantis Deposition Ltd. mini e-beam sources specially

fitted with large (5 mm) apertures that give flat source pro-

files. In principle, different types of physical vapor deposi-

tion sources could also be used, provided that they are

mounted on 70 mm CFs. The sources are mounted on bel-

lows that allow a small degree of tilt for alignment purposes.

A laser mounted on the 70 mm source is used to align the

source flanges with the center of the substrate.

The fluxes from the four sources must be calibrated to

give roughly equal fluxes at the center of the substrate and

then held constant during the deposition process. The UHV

chamber houses a Maxtek quartz crystal microbalance

(QCM) mounted on an xyz manipulator that allows the QCM

to be positioned at the substrate position for flux measure-

ment during source calibration or moved out of the way dur-

ing CSAF deposition. The QCM is used to calibrate the

deposition rate of each component independently. The QCM

also allows calibration of the ion flux monitors that are inte-

gral to the e-beam sources. The power to each source can be

controlled using the signal from the ion flux monitor to keep

the source flux constant during deposition.

The CSAF substrate is mounted on a manipulator that

allows it to be positioned accurately and reproducibly in

front of the CSAF deposition tool. The position of the sub-

strate holder during deposition is fixed exactly with respect

to the RSM-CSAF deposition tool by three positioning

pins on the sample stage that is fixed directly to the depo-

sition tool (Fig. 5). The three pins fit into three holes in

the substrate mounting mechanism on the substrate manip-

ulator. The substrate manipulator has power feedthroughs

to allow heating of the substrate prior to or during CSAF

deposition. Finally, the manipulator is designed to allow

transfer of the substrate holder to the CSAF analysis sys-

tems (ThermoFisher ThetaProbeTM and a Tescan Vega3

SEM) with which the CSAF deposition chamber will be

integrated.

The RSM-CSAF deposition tool is mounted in a small

UHV chamber that can be evacuated to pressures <10�9

Torr using a 500 l/s turbomolecular pump. The RSM-CSAF

deposition tool must be mounted at the bottom of the cham-

ber if the sources are going to contain liquid metals during

operation. For use with sputter sources, the RSM-CSAF tool

could be mounted in any orientation. In addition to the tools

mentioned above, the UHV chamber is equipped with an

ionization pressure gauge, a leak valve to allow controlled

introduction of gases, an Arþ ion gun for sputter cleaning of

the Mo deposition substrate, and a residual gas analyzer for

analysis of background gases and detection of leaks.

B. Performance of the RSM-CSAF deposition tool

Two critical metrics for deposition of CSAFs are the rates

of deposition of the various components and the ability to

control the composition distribution. The deposition rate

must be sufficiently high that it allows the deposition of

CSAFs with requisite thickness in a reasonable period of

time (1–10 h). In principle, a CSAF thickness of a few nano-

meters could be sufficient for applications in which the sur-

face properties are important, while thicknesses on the order

of a few microns might be necessary, if the property of inter-

est is dominated by bulk materials characteristics. We also

find that dewetting can be a critical issue, if thin CSAFs are

annealed to high temperatures. Dewetting of the CSAFs ren-

ders them useless for many investigations but can be avoided

by attention to the nature of the substrate material, the maxi-

mum annealing temperature, the CSAF thickness, and the

annealing time.

The commercial mini e-beam evaporators used in the

RSM-CSAF deposition tool can deposit some metals at rates

as high as 1 monolayer per second at the source–substrate

working distance of 135 mm, allowing the deposition of a

1 lm thick CSAF in the space of �100 min. More com-

monly, we use much slower deposition rates of �0.02 mono-

layer per second from each source, which allows deposition

of films that are �100 nm thick in the space of a few hours.

To demonstrate the capabilities of the RSM-CSAF deposi-

tion tool, we have deposited several CuxAuyPd1�x�y CSAFs.

Cu, Au, and Pd pellets with 3 mm diameter and 99.99% pu-

rity were purchased from the Kurt J. Lesker Company and

placed in the molybdenum crucibles of three of the four e-

beam evaporation sources. The sources were then aligned

and the flux versus power curves were calibrated independ-

ently, before depositing the CuxAuyPd1�x�y CSAF.

Control of the CSAF composition across the substrate

requires some care. The shadow mask technique has the ben-

efit that the deposition flux across the substrate is linear in

position, as should be clear from Figs. 2(d), 7, and 8. One

merely has to align each source and its mask such that the

midpoints of the gradients from all four sources fall along

the necessary lines near the center of the substrate. Each of

the four 70 mm source flanges has a bellows that allows a

small degree of tilt for source alignment. A laser alignment

tool was used to align the source flanges. The laser beam is

normal to the 70 mm CF and colinear with its center line.

The laser beams from all four source flanges must fall on the

appropriate points on the substrate to yield the desired com-

position spread. Furthermore, the shadow mask should

always intersect half of the beam at all shadow mask orienta-

tions. Fortunately, the design of the RSM-CSAF deposition

tool is tolerant of minor misalignments because these simply

shift the spatial extents of the composition spreads from

each of the four sources. Provided that the maximum and

minimum edges of the flux spread from each source lie on

the substrate, the full ternary CSAF will be deposited on the
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face of the 12� 12 mm2 substrate. The spatial extents of the

gradients from the sources are measured to be �8 mm [Fig.

7(d)], which means that the triangular ternary alloy region

(Fig. 1) has edges of �9 mm and falls well within bounds of

the substrate.

The alignment of the e-beam sources was checked using a

QCM that can be positioned at the substrate deposition posi-

tion. The individual component deposition rates were cali-

brated by depositing single component films and using both

EDX analysis (ex situ) and the QCM (in situ) to determine

the film thickness. Source operating conditions were found

that delivered fluxes that were sufficient for CSAF deposi-

tion and were high enough to be measured using the ion flux

monitors on each of the sources. The current measured by

the ion flux monitor was then used to control the source

power to deliver constant flux. In tandem, these methods

allow calibration of the single component deposition rates to

an accuracy of <5%. The Cu, Au, and Pd film composition

distributions across the CSAF were determined using EDX

analysis to verify the alignment of the sources, the rotatable

shadow masks and the substrate.

In the example presented in Fig. 7, we have deposited a

single component, Cu CSAF onto the surface of a polished

12� 12 mm2 Mo substrate. The Cu source was outgassed

before deposition to obtain flux readings arising solely from

metal evaporation and not from materials outgassed by the

source. As expected, the composition spread has a linear gra-

dient along the direction determined by the orientation of the

shadow mask and is constant in the orthogonal direction.

There is a constant Cu concentration on one side of the gra-

dient and no detectable Cu on the other side. Clearly, if the

shadow mask is held in a fixed orientation during deposition,

the composition spread varies linearly between 0 and 100%

across the substrate, where 100% indicates the thickness or

composition at points that are not shadowed at all from the

source and receive its full flux. With the actual source–

FIG. 7. (Color online) (a)–(c) Different views of the Cu composition profile measured using EDX from a single component Cu film deposited with the rotatable

shadow mask in a fixed direction. (d) Cross section of the Cu composition profile along the gradient direction.
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mask–substrate spacing, the spatial extent of the gradient is

8 mm [Fig. 7(d)] and it is centered on the substrate.

One of the key features of the RSM-CSAF deposition

tool is that rotation of the shadow mask during deposition

can be used to control the amplitude of the composition gra-

dient. If the mask spends 75% of the time in one orientation

(0�) and 25% in the opposite orientation (rotated by 180�),
the CSAF should have the same spatial extent, but its ampli-

tude would go from 25% to 75% of the full source flux. The

shadow mask can be rotated through 180� in under 2 s, and

so, for a deposition rate corresponding to 1 monolayer in

50 s, there is ample time to hold the shadow mask in one

position (0�), rotate it, and then hold it in the opposite posi-

tion (180�) during deposition of a single monolayer. Films

with composition gradients spanning any desired interval in

the range of 0–100% of full flux would be deposited by cy-

cling the mask position once per monolayer, thus achieving

codeposition of the components and intimate intermixing

without annealing. In the previously described deposition of

CSAFs using a fixed shadow mask,26,27 a similar partial gra-

dient is achieved by varying the position of the shadow and

the net source flux. Our implementation requires only rota-

tion of the shadow mask while holding the source flux con-

stant. As a simple initial demonstration of this capability, a

Cu film has been grown while rotating the shadow mask at a

constant rate of 12�/s. The EDX maps in Fig. 9 show that

there is no net gradient in Cu concentration across the sub-

strate. We do observe a small decrease in Cu concentration

in the middle of the substrate, which we attribute to a minor

misalignment of the semicircular shadow mask. Moreover,

we observe a slight gradient in film composition in the direc-

tion of source inclination [Fig. 9(b)]. As described previ-

ously, the deposition tubes are tilted by an angle of 15� with

respect to the center line of the flange on which the RSM-

CSAF deposition tool is mounted. The flux at the substrate

surface depends on the distances between points on the sub-

strate and points across the source surface, thus causing a

slight composition gradient in the tilt direction.

Creating a linear gradient in the alloy composition (ele-

mental component fractions) is more difficult than simply

having a linear gradient in the component fluxes because it

requires that the deposition rates of the components be identi-

cal. For example, consider the deposition of a binary CSAF,

AxB1�x, where the two components are deposited from

opposing directions. The distribution of A across the sub-

strate is given by A(n)¼ n * A0 and the distribution of B is

B(n)¼ (1� n) * B0, where A0 and B0 are the maximum

amounts of the two components deposited at either end of the

FIG. 8. (Color online) Cu composition maps for four Cu films deposited with the shadow mask in four different positions such that the resulting gradients are

rotated by 90� from one another.
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substrate, and n is the position on the substrate. Although the

flux of each component is linear in the position, the fraction

of A forming the alloy at a given position on the surfaces is

given by x(n)¼ n * A0/(B0þ n * (A0�B0)). When A0¼B0,

the gradient in the component fraction across the substrate is

linear in position. However, the composition is clearly non-

linear in position if A0 6¼B0. For ternary CSAFs generated by

having three components deposited with fluxes at 120� from

one another, the component fluxes at the three corners (Fig.

1) must be identical to give a CSAF with a linear gradient in

composition such that the positions on the CSAF map

directly onto a ternary composition diagram.

Finally, we tested the RSM-CSAF deposition tool by mak-

ing a CuxPdyAu1�x�y ternary CSAF with the shadow masks

oriented at 120� from one another. With these source settings,

the deposition rates of all three metals were 2.2 nm/min and

all three were codeposited for 45 min to generate a 100 nm

thick CSAF. The RSM-CSAF deposition tool works as

designed. As illustrated in Fig. 10, the distribution of each

component has a linear gradient along the expected direction

with equal maximum amounts at the three corners of the

CSAF. With the EDX analyses, we have measured the local

composition of the CSAF on a square grid with 1 mm spacing,

and we have plotted the compositions at these points on the

ternary composition diagram shown in Fig. 10(d). It is

immediately obvious that, in contrast to the composition

spread prepared with the offset filament tool (Fig. 3), the ter-

nary CSAF generated by with RSM-CSAF deposition tool

spans the entire ternary composition space. The fairly uniform

spacing of points across the ternary composition diagram indi-

cates that the fluxes from each of the three sources are roughly

equal. The high density of points along the edges (pure

binaries) arises from the fact that, as illustrated in Fig. 1, there

are regions of the CSAF where the flux from one source is

zero and thus, only two components are deposited. Finally, in

Fig. 1, we have already provided a photograph of the

CuxPdyAu1�x�y as deposited on the Mo substrate. The Au, Cu,

and Pd regions are evident by the differences in their color.

C. Assessment of the RSM-CSAF deposition tool

The RSM-CSAF deposition tool described in this work has

a number of advantages over the methods illustrated in Fig. 2.

Principally, in one CSAF, we can prepare all possible compo-

sitions of a ternary system: the pure components A, B, and C;

all possible binaries AxB1�x, AxC1�x, and BxC1�x (with

x¼ 0–1); and in the center of the CSAF, all possible composi-

tions of a ternary alloy AxByC1�x�y (x¼ 0 ! 1, y¼ 0 !
1� x) (Figs. 1 and 10). It is more compact than previous

implementations of the shadow mask method26,27 in that the

entire deposition tool with all four sources is integrated onto

one 254 mm CF flange for mounting onto a standard UHV

chamber. Rather than using linear motions of the shadow

masks and keeping them fixed during deposition, we have

chosen to incorporate rotation of the masks during deposition

for controlling the range and the direction of the gradients

from each of the sources. By rotating the masks during depo-

sition, the composition gradient can be controlled to give uni-

form composition, a composition varying from 0 to 100%

across the CSAF, or any range in between. The CSAF deposi-

tion tool coupled with the ability to perform spatially resolved

analysis will allow comprehensive study of a number of sur-

face science and materials science problems that are otherwise

intractable. The RSM-CSAF deposition tool will be attached

to a SEM/EDX/EBSD analysis apparatus that will allow ready

determination of phase diagrams across composition space.25

An identical sister tool will be attached to an apparatus for

spatially resolved XPS/UPS/LEIS, to enable high throughput

study of alloy surface phenomena such as segregation.25,30

Finally, when coupled to a 10� 10 multichannel microreactor

array, these CSAFs will enable rapid study of alloy catalysis

across composition space. In general, well characterized

CSAFs of the type described can be used to accelerate the

study of number bulk and surface phenomena.

Nevertheless, there are limitations and issues associated

with the study of CSAFs that must be addressed. A thin film

is not a bulk material. Its bulk and surface properties can be

influenced by the substrate and by the deposition method. In

most cases, such thin films will not be single crystals, unless

grown epitaxially on a single crystalline substrate, and even

so such a film must be under stress because its lattice con-

stant will not match that of the substrate perfectly. For an

application or problem of interest, all such issues can be

FIG. 9. (a) Cu composition profile measured using EDX analysis of a single

component Cu film deposited with continuous rotation of the shadow mask

during the deposition. Rotation of the mask results in deposition of a fairly

uniform film. (b) Cu composition profile along the source inclination direc-

tion. The inclination of the source with respect to the substrate does generate

a slight flux gradient.
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addressed by the use of appropriate control studies using dif-

ferent substrates, growing films of different thickness, and

using various deposition conditions. It should be noted that

by using the rotatable shadow mask properly one can grow

thin binary alloy films with composition variation in one

direction and thickness variation in the orthogonal. Thus, the

impact of film thickness on a given alloy property can be

studied in a high throughput manner. It should be pointed

out that the limitations mentioned here are not specific to the

use of CSAFs but apply to all thin film science. In spite of

these limitations, the use of CSAFs has the potential to rap-

idly advance progress in many important areas of surface

science and materials science.

III. CONCLUSION

A compact tool for deposition of CSAFs has been devel-

oped and demonstrated. The individual component deposi-

tion rates were calibrated using EDX analysis, single

component films, and a QCM. Films of pure Cu and

CuxPdyAu1�x�y CSAFs were prepared to demonstrate the

performance of the deposition tool. Experimental measure-

ments of compositions across the CSAF match expectations.

The orientation of the mask can be used to control the ampli-

tude and orientation of the composition gradient across the

substrate. By rotating the mask during deposition, the com-

position gradient can be controlled to give uniform composi-

tion, a composition varying from 0 to 100% across the

sample, or any range in between. With this UHV RSM-

CSAF deposition tool, we can prepare a multicomponent

material with lateral composition gradients of each element

deposited in any direction to reproduce directly all composi-

tions of a ternary composition diagram. CSAF libraries pre-

pared using this deposition tool will enable rapid

determination of composition–structure–property relation-

ships across continuous regions of alloy composition space.

FIG. 10. (Color) (a)–(c) Compositions measured by EDX of a CuxPdyAu1�x�y CSAF deposited with the rotatable shadow masks oriented at 120� from one

another. The three plots show the composition of the same film viewed from different orientations. (d) The distribution of CSAF compositions across a ternary

composition diagram, indicating complete and fairly uniform coverage of ternary composition space. Points are distributed on a 1 mm� 1 mm spatial grid

across the CSAF. The high density of points along the perimeters reflects the fact that the CSAF contains regions that are binary alloys.
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